
SUMMARY REPORT ON MEETING 25TH MARCH 2010  
 

The Society held a meeting at Arden School on Thursday 25 March to gauge the views of the 
residents of Knowle on the planning application for a supermarket in St John’s Close.  The 
application has been made by Kimberley Developments in association with Waitrose.  As most of you 
may already know, the scheme involves demolishing the present Village Hall and ten bungalows and 
relocating these mainly within the site, although a few bungalows will be a little further away. 
 
At an early stage of the meeting speakers from the floor gave opinions on the two extremes of 
views:- 
 

One person said the hall was full of mature residents who did not like to see change and 
that the next two generations may well welcome the proposals.  
 
This was followed by some passionate pleas from local residents saying that their lives would 
be ruined and hoped that the scheme could be firmly rejected. 

 
There were also a number of people who asked why the Village Hall should be demolished together 
with the bungalows and moved to new locations simply to accommodate a large supermarket.  
There was a very strong view from nearly all speakers that the supermarket was just too big for the 
site and for the village.  There was also a strong consensus from the speakers that the car parking 
was totally inadequate and that the increased traffic would exacerbate the congestion in the centre 
of the village. 
 
A long established High Street trader expressed concern about the impact on all local traders’ 
businesses. He was particularly concerned that the car parks would all be full of customers of 
Waitrose and local residents would be prevented from parking and shopping in their village. The 
original plan was local shops for local people but it now seems that the developers also want to 
attract people  from other areas. 
 
In many ways the problem for Knowle is similar to that of Dorridge.  You will probably all know that 
the Dorridge planning application by Sainsburys has been rejected by the Council.  Several 
comments were made that in many ways the effect on Dorridge would have been less than the 
effect in Knowle;   Dorridge did not require the demolition of bungalows and will now be left in a 
somewhat depressed state until some new scheme comes along or an appeal is made.   This leaves 
the question of what will happen in Knowle if the application is also rejected.  Many residents would 
like to see the area adjoining St John’s Close improved but with current restrictions on budgets it is 
unlikely that the Council will have funds to make any improvements for many years to come.  If the 
Waitrose plan is rejected and Waitrose abandon their aims to have a presence in Knowle then the 
developers may come up with a less desirable scheme. 
 
One of the last persons to speak made the comment “We moved to Knowle because we like it the 
way it is” 
 
Knowle Society is very anxious to do what is right for the residents of Knowle and to maintain the 
Village character.  They do not wish to stand in the way of progress but at the present time there 
appears to be an overwhelming opinion from residents at the meeting that the proposed scheme is 
unacceptable. 
 
It is, however, well known that people who object to a scheme are more active in attending 
meetings and in speaking at meetings. This needs to be taken into account in trying to fairly 



represent all the residents of Knowle. There are, therefore, boxes in the Library and Eric Lyons for 
people who were unable to give their views at the meeting, so please take the time to leave any 
comments.  
 
 On the basis of what was said at the meeting and other feedback received, the Society will be 
representing the views of the community on the present application to the council. 


